LigniKonXL
3D-CAD Timber Construction Software for advanced Structures and Roofs

Creative world of the 3D-construction
In LigniKonXL you got the choice, either to construct your layouts freely or with the 6-step assistant.
By using both of the methods there will be an assistant to create posts, struts, tresholds and transoms
quickly and easily, but it can also be done via free input.
Carry out complicated projects such as contorted and nested roof centerings, timber frame-buildings, agrarian buildings
and halls, winter gardens, and extra buildings made of wood and steel.

 Working in 2D and 3D at the same time.
 Definition of roof profile options such as roof pitch, bearing heights,
Obhölzer or wood profiles aso. in real time preview.
 Roof-dormer assistant with all usual dormer sharps with
individual configuration of parameters and autom. wood part creation
 Rooflights and chimneys incl. replacement
 Annex assistant for an easy planning of attachments incl.
roof cutting
 Roof tile library with over 800 tile types, and putting those into the integrated tile roof catalogue at the touch of a button.
 Fusing roofage at the touch of a button (Roof centering)
 Copying, shifting, turning and reflecting construction parts and
construction part groups such as complete roofs
 Creating timber-, forceps-, & rafters placed with fixed or
variable axial dimension.
 Easy and self-explaining construction of parts such as
„sloping verge rafters“ and rafter doubler.
 Free positioning of construction parts (struts, shores, ...)
 Large choice of wood connections such as tenons, offsets,
joints, profiling and so on.
 Assortment of steel joists according to DIN 1025 / 1026
 Suitable for carpenters 2D single wood– and profile label
incl. all beam dimensions
 Creating view,- rough, isolating– and tile roof formwork with
key combinations
 Lots of different 2D dimensioning options
 Selection of different functions for automatic labelling.
 Disbursement of wood-, steel-, roof parts and jack (short rafter) lists
 Evaluation of areas thanks to the canned lists.

Further Information:
Do you need further information’s or would like a demonstration? Easy, just call us on: +49 (0) 8504 9229-0 or send us an email info@weto.de
All current information’s on our website: www.weto.com

